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10 Years of Joint Success
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The German quartz glass specialist Raesch Quarz (Germany) and
their Chinese sales partner Geolite look back on a decade of close
and successful cooperation.
In 2008 they laid the foundation for their long-standing cooperation:
Raesch Quarz (Germany) and the Chinese sales company Geolite.
Today, both companies belong to the worldwide leading providers for
quartz products in the market segments optical fibres and semiconductors.
The products of the manufacturer of quartz glass tubes and rods Raesch
are applied in diverse industrial sectors. Their success is based on highest
quality and technological trendsetting products as well as on an individual
consultation of their customers. In addition, Raesch customers can count
on shortest delivery times due to the company’s inhouse storage, which
even counts for small quantities of quartz glass products. With their
global network of sales partners Raesch also guarantees best service
and support worldwide.
One of Raesch’s most successful and fastest growing sales partners
is the China-based Geolite. The company offers a fast, reliable and
outstanding service in a promising market. Thus, during the recent ten
years, both companies were able to rise their sales figures continuously.
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“The Geolite-team is well-positioned within the quartz glass market.
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Thanks to the competence of our partner, our customers can rely on
best advice and best service possible.”, points out Alexander Frisch,
general manager at Raesch Quarz (Germany) GmbH. And Dr. Yang Jun,
founder and general manager of Geolite, too, thanks Raesch for an
exceptionally good cooperation.
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